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ABSTRACT 
 

Online multiplayer educational games can be designed to support collaboration and assess different 

cognitive and social abilities among students. The educational games can capture student responses or 

actions, both shared and unshared, within the game environment and from extrinsic resources. This paper 

describes the design and integration method of scoring engine to process the log stream data generated by 

multiplayer games, which have been developed as part of the ATC21S™ research study by the University 

of Melbourne. Scoring engine, which sits at the heart of the multiplayer gaming architecture, consists of a 

significant number of scoring algorithms to process the log data generated by the students’ responses 

when they participated in the games. Scoring algorithms are coded to search the log files for particular 

data event sequences. Each of these algorithms take process stream data (produced by the events of the 

participants in different tasks) as input and produces relevant output defined by the rule and methods for 

the corresponding algorithm. The scoring process ensures the reporting engine feeds out individual 

student results for teachers to use in their classroom teaching. The multiplayer component of the games a 

remaintained with the use of the AJAX and Web Socket application which allowed the communication 

protocol between the client and server to be established. HTML5 has been used in preference to other 

available technologies in creating the games to provide a consistent experience for students across all 

browsers, platforms, and devices. In addition, canvas has been used to create all animations and game 

objects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The online educational games presented in this paper, were developed to measure student’s 

collaborative problem solving (CPS) skills. The use of online games in education in recent years 

are quite revolutionary, specifically with the incorporation of log file technology and learning 

analytics. These additions have provided a method from which richer data can be collected about 

student behaviours and used to measure their learning. Students can be assessed in real-time in an 

automated technique which reduces the time and effort that would be crucial for teachers to 

observe student performance in the classroom. In this collaborative setting, minimally a pair of 

students is essential to work together in order to effectively advance through each game. 

Similarly, various data events (e.g., local and global) are generated from all the games(aka tasks 

in ATC21S study) that are stored in log files for scoring student responses captured as stream 

data. During game play every action (e.g., selection, movement and clicks) and communication 

completed by each student is captured in log file in a time linear structure. It is important that 

every event is captured in the database as each action and communication is used to interpret the 

students’ performance and experience in the game. Each game is presented similarly, with the 

content and context varying.  
 

The log stream captures data of student progress in a game, from which skills or behaviours can 

be predicted within and across these games. Therefore, in order to capture behaviours of the 
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students playing the games, scoring engine containing defined algorithms extract information 

from log files for inference of such behaviours. The algorithms were established to capture 

indicative behaviours regardless of the role and viewpoint that students were offered with each 

game. The games developed during ATC21S study focus on collaborative problem solving; the 

ideas for some of which are an extension of the games formerly developed by (Zoanetti 2010) for 

single student use in computer based problem solving. The growth of online games for learning 

has advanced in recent years. Researchers (Marchetti and Valente 2014)address the necessity for 

digital games to be altered to permit students to play and express themselves during their 

learning. The development of games has been an emphasis of study for a number of educational 

researchers. They have inspected how numerous features of game design might be appropriated, 

borrowed and repurposed for the design of educational materials and learning (Chiu, Wu et al. 

2000, Kurt, Henry et al. 2003, Prensky 2007).Multiplayer game design with integrated 

technology are described more in details by (Alom, Awwal et al. 2015). 
 

Researchers have emphasised on the challenge for educational game design which is to 

effectively balance the contribution and engagement from participants required with in a 

collaborative environment(Manninen 2002).Generally, there is a consensus on commonly agreed 

21st century skills. These include problem solving, critical thinking, collaboration, information 

technology literacy and creativity(Griffin, McGaw et al. 2012, Care and Griffin 2014, Griffin and 

Care 2015). The tasks in ATC21S are characterised with multiple social and cognitive skills 

under the Collaborative Problem Solving concept(Care and Griffin 2014, Hesse, Care et al. 

2015). This paper discusses the design of the scoring engine that is used to process the collected 

data and convert them into meaningful codes that can be used for analysis in reference to the CPS 

framework. 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1: The overall system structure of MGA (adapted from Awwal, Griffin et al. 2015) 
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2. MULTI PLAYER GAME ARCHITECTURE 
 

The overall system structure of the multiplayer game architecture (MGA) is presented in Figure 

1.MGA consists of several phases, as seen in Figure 1,includinggame interface, game engine, 

scoring engine, and the reporting engine. At the completion of each game, log stream data gets 

stored into data server. The log files are then processed through the scoring engine to code the 

log stream data and to produce scored data from log files. These scored data then become the 

basis for the reporting engine to be considered as student responses to generate reports on 

students’ performance. 
 

In the ATC21Sstudy, the games are used in educational settings, most commonly in schools, 

where internet connections can be unsteady and present problems while working in an online or 

computer-based settings. To illustrate the structure, the collaborative views of one of the task 

Balance Beam is presented in Figure 2 and Figure 3 for each role in A and B. Students start off 

on a task by selecting a particular task presented in their respective dashboard and then by 

selecting on a role that they will play in the task. On completion of one of the task, students are 

forwarded to the task dashboard with the option to choose from other tasks that have been made 

available to them by their teachers. During a collaborative session, if one student from the pair 

comes across a technical problem or closes their window (or hits refresh/back button on their 

browser) by mistake, the gaming engine underlying the tasks are structured to permit both users 

to re-enter into the page on which they were last collaborating. Both students can move together, 

through the pages of the tasks in a linear way. The game engine supports students’ engagement 

with the overall task by avoiding frustration on repeatedly doing the same thing. This decreases 

the chance of contamination in student responses from being frustrated due to technical issues.  
 

The multiplayer architecture of the game is hosted on a remote server and includes several 

components including Linux, Apache HTTP Server, MySQL and PHP (Awwal, Griffin et al. 

2015). The database is presented as a relational structure and the application packages are 

configured to support the various target languages and outputs the resultant game view at the 

client’s end (Awwal et al. 2015). The scoring and reporting engine are based on the MySQL 

database, with PHP supporton a server that allows the PHP to be called externally. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: The Balance Beam with player A view(adapted from (Awwal, Griffin et al. 2015)) 
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Figure 3: The Balance Beam with player B view(adapted from (Awwal, Griffin et al. 2015)) 

 

2.1  LOG FILE STRUCTURE 
 

Log files provide innovative ways to capture, store and analyse what students do and say. It can 

be utilised to interpret student learning through understanding of student behaviour. Log files are 

usually generated from student engagement with games to identify actions, interactions and 

communications between students while solving problems, including their lack of action. The log 

files also keep track of time and when actions were taken. A feature of the log files designed in 

ATC21S study was that they contained local and global events across games and 

students(Adams, Vista et al. 2015). For example, chat event is common for all the games and 

thus represents an example of global event. This allows for easier design, interpretation and 

analysis of the log files. The log files, capture data steadily so that behaviours can be readily 

recognized within and across games. Log file analysis can take the form of measurable or 

qualitative analysis and can be conducted either manually or automatically, this study adopting 

multiple approaches. The log files are used by the scoring engine to search for patterns of activity 

or behaviours for further analysis and interpretation. A log file of the multiplayer game is 

presented on Table 1 to illustrate as an example of its structure. 
 

2.2 DATABASE STRUCTURE 
 

Data is collected from the games through the capture of keystrokes and mouse events such as 

typing, clicking, dragging, cursor movements, hovering time, and action sequences and so forth. 

This data is then recorded in the database in a relational structure. Each row of the database 

represents information about the student activity. Each student’s response is recorded separately 

as an instance with corresponding user identification, present state, timestamp, record index and 

other data as considered necessary by researchers for the task analysis. The database consists of 

several columns labelled as record, actor_pid, team_id, task_id, page, player_id, event, data, 

bundle_id, timestamp(Awwal, Griffin et al. 2015). Record represents the number of the lines 

sequentially in the log file. Team_id presents the id that links both paired students together, this 

is essentially the same information attached to both students. Actor_pid allows for identification 

of a particular student associated with a record. For ease of identification, both students in a pair 

will have the same number sequence, with a different letter after the common number to 

differentiate between the two students. Bundle_id represents the assessment bundle being taken. 

Task_id allows for identification of which task the students played and in which events took 

place. Player_id helps differentiate between the two students and is represented by a letter which 

often is the same letter at the end of their student ID (A or B). Page_id refers to the page in which 
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the event took place within. Event refers to the data events occurring. These usually represent the 

resources and information within eachtask that are being used. These may vary across tasks for 

different tasks, as different resources and information are utilised across tasks. Data refers to the 

variables or arguments that are captured within each of the events. This column represents more 

detailed information regarding a particular event. Timestamp represents the time and date of the 

event when it occurred and is captured in milliseconds. 
 

2.3 EVENT DESIGN 
 

The data events capture all actions between student and the game environment, and also between 

student pairs. In addition, it includes all text entered into the chat box by each student. During 

game play every action (selection, movement and clicks) and communication completed by each 

student is captured in the log file in a time linear structure. It is important that every event is 

captured in the database as each action and communication. It is also good to capture and store 

actions that are may be assumed to be ineffective for collaborative problem solving, can later be 

used to interpret not only the students’ performance but other experiences in the game. Within log 

files, multiple actions may occur concurrently, so this needs to be clearly distinguished from other 

activities in terms of the order of their occurrence as well as a type of the activities. In the 

example of Balance Beam task, the events designed for the tasks are labelled as Session start, 

Move weight, Place weight, Remove weight, Pass weight, chat, Build rule, confirm Rule, Select 

choice, Solution ready, Enter text, type message, Send message, Review, finished, Task end(Care, 

Griffin et al. 2015). 
 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4: Scoring engine to process log stream data 

 

3. SCORING ENGINE DESIGN 
 

3.1 SCORING ENGINE STRUCTURE 
 

The scoring engine sits at the core of the multiplayer gaming architecture as it connects game 

engine, data servers and reporting engine. Scoring engine receives the log stream data as input 

and produces scored data as the final output. It searches through the data server, gets relevant log 

stream data, processes them into codes and then produces scored data based on defined 

algorithms within the scoring engine. Scoring engine is based on scoring algorithms. These 

algorithms are classified mainly into two types: specific and global. Each scoring algorithm is 

defined with multiple rules to find patterns in the collected data to understand student behaviour. 

In ATC21S, the specific algorithms are distinct algorithms for each of the tasks, whereas global 

algorithms are defined using a have common structure for all the tasks. Therefore, any global 

algorithm is applicable across all the tasks and the task specific ones are dissimilar for different 

tasks. each of the scoring algorithms are defined to identify the behaviour patterns by using 

different actions and chats (for example, action-chat-action, chat-action-chat and so on). Table 1 

Scoring 

Engine 

Scored Data 

Algorithm… 

N 

Algorithm 

1  

Scoring 

Rule 1…  

Scoring 

...Rule N  
Scoring 

Rule 1…  
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   CPS Log 
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presents a sample input of log file for scoring engine, and a sample scored output from the 

scoring engine is presented in Table 2.The system structure of the scoring engine is presented in 

Figure 4. 

 
Table 1: Sample log data for multiple CPS tasks 

 

 
 

 Table 2: Scored data for Balance Beam task 
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3.2  SCORING ALGORITHMS STRUCTURE 
 

Sequences of data events as mentioned earlier (e.g. chat-action-chat, action-chat-action etc.), 

were identified and interpreted in relation to student learning of collaborative problem-solving 

skills. Scoring algorithms were used to search the log files for the data event sequences. The 

scoring engine work as an input-output flow. The patterns of events identified in the log stream 

data are considered as the input and a scored record file based upon the algorithms is considered 

the output. Each algorithm searches for the data event sequences for every student in each task 

they have played. The algorithms then code those event sequences and finally gives students 

score. If the algorithm finds the defined pattern then a student receives a ‘1’,if it does not find 

that pattern then students get a ‘0’ and there are some other defined rules for other occurrences. 

Each of the scoring algorithms takes process stream data (produced by the events of the 

participants in different games) as input and produces relevant output defined by the rule for the 

corresponding algorithm. Each algorithm in ATC21S is coded with a unique ID code to 

differentiate between each of the rules. For example, in the Balance Beam task one of the 

algorithm is named ‘W8L101A’, where ‘W8’ represents the Balance Beam task, ‘L’ indicates 

that it is a ‘local’ algorithm specific to that task(this would be replaced by ‘G’ to represent that it 

was a global algorithm that could be applied to all tasks), ‘004’ is a numerical code specific to 

this algorithm which is provided for ease of referencing and is sequential within each task(in this 

case 004 was the fourth algorithm created for this task) and ‘A’ indicates that this algorithm is 

applicable to student A. In addition, if an algorithm is used to search and capture the quantity of 

interaction within a task, then the rule in the algorithm would be set to count the occurrences of 

the event ‘chat’ in the process stream. The coded output for this algorithm would be the 

numerical value representing the frequency of the chat. For more details on scoring and the rules 

of algorithm that are used to defined indicators within and across tasks, see details in Adams et 

al. 2015. Table 3 outlines some indicators from Balance Beam task that are derived using 

exemplar algorithms through the scoring engine. Each indicator represents a skill to indicate an 

observable behaviour identifiable during the play of the tasks. The algorithmic rules are used to 

recognise those patterns from the log stream dataset and used to extract those data patterns to 

define those indicative behaviours for each indicator. Some examples of those are presented in 

Table 3 below. 
 

Table 3: Example of the algorithms (adapted from (Care, Griffin et al. 2015)) 
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Table 4: Example of an algorithms in pseudo code 

 

 
 

The rules presented in Table 3 are then used to be translated into algorithm that uses the idea of 

data analytics to explore patterns in the data as per the rules and the defined algorithms converts 

them from data stream to codes for later analysis. This idea is illustrated with a pseudo algorithm 

example provided in Table 4.The algorithm reflects the skill, behaviour and rule defined and 

have been presented as the first row in Table 3. Algorithm 001 is defined such that it can extract 

information to represent indicators that represent appropriate exploration and understanding of 

the problem environment. The rule for this algorithm is to search and recognise patterns from the 

log stream files when player in role A passes on any mass to player in role B. This algorithm can 

be applied to log stream from any of the collaborative tasks, but in here the Balance Beam task is 

used as an example. In the machine language, this rule is translated as: Find an event that 

represents ‘Pass weight’ from a player. If an action associated with this event is found, then 

represent this pattern as a coded value of 1 to indicate pattern is present; else code as0 to indicate 

pattern is not found. If there is no such activities found in the logs from the player, then code it 

as-1; which would indicate missing value for this assessment. Possible output from using this 

algorithm are 0, 1, and -1. 

 

4. FINDINGS 
 

In ATC21S study, there has been a considerable number of scoring algorithms written in PHP 

language to define the various behavioural indicators.  For the purposes of the study, there 

were around 400 algorithms developed to define the various indicators that were designed to 

define behavioural indicators. Amongst these 52 were global algorithms and the remaining 

totalled the task specific (around 340) algorithms. The database with log stream data files 

consisted of 2.35 million records. Different number of records captured for each of the task in the 

database are described in Table 5. Execution time for each task specific and global algorithm is 

also presented in column 5 and column 7 respectively. 
 

Table 5: Scoring engine algorithms details 
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Execution time of the algorithm depends on mainly three things. Firstly, the number of records 

(i.e. the size of the log file) for each task in the database, as the algorithms needs to search 

through that amount of records to process the various defined rules within an algorithm structure. 

Secondly, the number of total algorithms and the difficulty or complexity of those algorithms, as 

more algorithm have more difficult rules which takes longer to process and the number of rules 

with each algorithm or algorithms within each task mean more processing time. And lastly, the 

type of algorithm (i.e. global or specific algorithm) that is being processed. The game specific 

algorithms usually are faster in processing data stream files than that of global algorithms. Most 

of the global algorithms are based on identifying patterns to determine the blocks of action-chat-

action or chat-action-chat, which means that finding such pattern blocks takes more time to 

execute global algorithms than the task specific algorithms. 
 

Table 6: Comparison of the execution time of the algorithm. 
 

Total of 

records in 

DB 

Number 

of cases 

Difficulty 

level of alg. 

Lines of 

code in alg. 

Conditions 

and rules 

present 

Execution 

time for alg. 

2.35 

million 
4562 

Low 7 2 25.5 sec 

Medium 54 3 41.3 sec 

High 230 6 2.24 minutes 
 

To illustrate the above, Table 6 shows examples of three categories of algorithms that are 

contained in the scoring engine. They are categorised in terms of their difficulty levels based on 

the numbers of syntaxes and lines in each algorithm, the quantity of rules and conditions 

necessary to implement each algorithm, and the amount of time it takes to execute each of them.  

From Table 6 and Figure 5, it is apparent that more conditions and rules means more lines of 

code to define them, which in turn means longer period to run such algorithms. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: Relationship between execution time and difficulty levels of algorithms. 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
 

Designing multiplayer games for a collaborative virtual environment is a difficult effort. Adding 

the collaboration component on multiplayer is even more challenging to design when compared 

with games that are designed with single player functionality. However, new technologies such 

as HTML5 with Web Socket and other technologies that are used for synchronous 
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communication, collaboration and gaming architecture have shown such development is possible 

while retaining consistent game flow and a positive user experience while users are engaged in 

such games, specifically if they are educational games(Awwal, Scoular et al. 2017).In this paper, 

we described the Scoring Engine (SEMGD) that were used to capture the observable behaviours 

from log files generated from multiplayer educational games during the research study in 

ATC21S and other research endeavours by the same team. The Scoring Engine is linked to 

multiple components of the game-like assessment architecture with the aim of reporting student 

results from the collaboration work to be presented to their teachers for use in the classroom. The 

algorithms are used to reflect the various definition of the behavioural indicators that are in turn 

used to make inferences about the performance of the students demonstrated during the 

Collaborative Problem Solving skills. The Scoring Engine comprises of the scoring algorithms 

which processes the captured information in the log files. The tasks were developed based on the 

principles of different features and event structure. These features of the game-like tasks allowed 

the search algorithm to be applied to each task in order to identify, code and extract information 

from log files. The Scoring Engine development during the ATC21S work has shown that such a 

mechanism is essential for evaluating students’ complex skills sets. Further work is in progress 

by the research team to make such a scoring engine compatible across any gaming architecture 

and for evaluating any types games used for assessment of 21st century skills. 
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